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by lieutenant colonel DaviD a. polanD

T he Battle Command Sustainment Support System 
(BCS3) is the logistics application of the modular 
Army Battle Command System. It can pull infor-

mation from a variety of logistics information systems 
and compile it into one common operational picture 
for commanders to view. BCS3, however, suffered a 
number of setbacks in its early fieldings because it was 
perceived as being difficult to use and often unreliable. 

After a major effort to improve BCS3, U.S. Forces–
Iraq (USF–I) and the Army’s expeditionary sustainment 
command (ESC) in Iraq were told in 2010 to field the 
system or it would be removed from the theater. Both 
USF–I and the ESC, in their efforts to field the system, 
issued orders directing units to report through BCS3. 
This was the first mandate for units to use the system. 

However, after a widespread fielding from September 
to December 2010, BCS3 was largely abandoned in fa-
vor of simple spreadsheets and databases. Soldiers went 
back to using Microsoft Excel and Access to manage 
fuel, and they stopped doing the maintenance needed to 
keep BCS3 functional. By March 2011, the 310th ESC 
arrived in Iraq to find that BCS3 was being used only for 
partial reporting of ammunition, water, and operational 
rations.

Some of the problems with BCS3 surfaced when the 
Army transitioned from a direct-support model to an 
area-support model that uses hubs, spokes, and forward 
operating bases. BCS3 also requires a great deal of 
maintenance and coordination at all levels of the organi-
zation to keep the system operating and the information 
accurate. However, with hard work and Soldiers dedi-
cated specifically to BCS3 maintenance, it can be a great 
resource for managing most commodities in a deployed 
environment. 

Although an updated version of BCS3 was specifically 
created to address supply point operations, the system 
does not adequately accommodate locations that do not 

have unit identification codes. Nor does it provide the 
data needed to manage ammunition at an ammunition 
supply point or fuel contained in bags. 

Problems Associated With Unit Task Organization 
The first thing that requires a great deal of effort to 

make BCS3 work is maintaining the unit task organiza-
tion (UTO). BCS3 rolls up data for a given commodity 
from each echelon of an organization for the next-
higher-level organization, appending the data into one 
common operational picture for the commander to see. 

A unit must include all subordinate units in its orga-
nization, or it will not automatically receive data for 
those units. If a unit rotates out of theater and the UTO 
is not updated, then all units above the departed unit will 
continue to see this unit’s unchanging data but will not 
see the replacement unit’s data. 

When the 310th ESC arrived in Iraq in March 2011, 
the UTO at the ESC level had not been updated for 6 
months (while BCS3 was being fielded). Given the 
10-month rotations of Reserve component units and the 
12-month rotations of active duty units, the UTO may 
have been as much as 50 percent inaccurate. That is, 50 
percent of the logistics data reported came from units 
no longer in Iraq and the replacement units were not 
reflected at all. These problems came from units that 
mandated, fielded, and were true believers in the system.

In another example, the ammunition section of the 
ESC noticed discrepancies in a class V (ammunition) 
count with a maneuver division. After studying the 
problem and discussing the issue with that division, the 
warrant officers discovered that the issue was an inac-
curate UTO. 

The overall accuracy of BCS3 for class V is estimated 
at 60 percent. Only the ammunition on individual unit 
property books is tracked with BCS3. Stockage at am-
munition supply points is maintained directly from the 

Making BCS3 Work 
in a Deployed Environment

Units planning to use BCS3 in a deployed environment may find it 
to be a far greater challenge than expected. Soldiers of the 310th 
Expeditionary Sustainment Command learned this in 2011 
as they supported Operation New Dawn. 

employment of 11 local Afghan men ranging in age from 
20 to 35. Their jobs allowed them to provide for their fami-
lies while gaining skills that might help them in the future. 
These motivated locals were eager and willing to work, 
accomplishing their daily tasks so that Soldiers could focus 
on military occupational specialty-specific jobs within the 
SSA. Much of their workload was physical labor; however, 
under the tutelage and watchful eye of SSA personnel, 
they assisted the storage section’s efforts to replenish and 
reorganize the ASL.

Using Liaison Officers
The 2d Battalion, 18th Infantry Regiment, in Kunduz 

Province to the east, and the 1st Battalion, 84th Field Artil-
lery Regiment, in Faryab Province to the west, supple-
mented the SSA, located at Camp Deh Dadi II in Balkh 
Province, with embedded LNOs under the direction of 
the 24th BSB support operations officer. The duties and 
responsibilities of an LNO encompassed the receipt, inven-
tory, preparation, and onward movement of equipment, re-
pair parts, and supplies. As subsidiaries to the 24th BSB’s 
S−4 and battalion maintenance officer, the LNOs were 
responsible for signing for, inventorying, and accounting 
for every item from receipt to delivery.

The task organization of the LNOs with the A Com-
pany SSA effectively mitigated challenges with property 
accountability and provided company commanders with 
a clear line of custody. The flow of information, using 
itemized reports, through the LNOs to commanders on the 
disposition of repair parts and supplies was essential to 
the warfighter’s planning and execution of missions. The 
LNOs also partnered with A Company’s convoy security 
platoons as they jointly loaded Afghan and unit trucks for 
onward movement as part of tactical convoy operations to 
their units’ respective combat outposts (COPs), forward 
operating bases (FOBs), and camps.

Processing Retrograde Items
Within 1 month of the transfer of authority to the 24th 

BSB, Operation Clean Sweep was launched. The force 
assigned to the operation constituted only 60 percent of 
the SSA’s manning requirements, and 85 percent of those 
personnel were in their initial term in Afghanistan.

Nonetheless, the Soldiers successfully processed more 
than 4,000 retrograde items in support of the operation. 
This equated to the removal from COPs, FOBs, and camps 
and the onward movement of 492 463L palletized loads, 
80 20-foot containers, and 56 truckloads of retrograde 
items that had accumulated from a decade of war. The ex-
ecution of Operation Clean Sweep injected over $11 mil-
lion of recoverable, nonexpendable, and exchange pricing 
items into the logistics pipeline. Operation Clean Sweep 
forged the way for a theaterwide retrograde operation in 
the fall of 2011.

The common practice associated with retrograde is to 
ship it from the aerial port of debarkation, Camp Marmal, 

through Bagram, Afghanistan, to its destination in Kuwait. 
However, the 24th BSB made a deliberate shift from air to 
ground movement to increase throughput and efficiency. 
Ground movements, despite the distance traveled from Af-
ghanistan to Kuwait, were faster and cheaper and reduced 
LNO requirements at the ports.

For items leaving by air, 463L pallets packed for 
retrograde had to meet strict Air Force standards before 
shipment. Although loads departed the SSA in accordance 
with the Air Force standards, transportation, handling, and 
marshalling of the pallets created deficiencies. The induc-
tion of shipments into the frustrated cargo yard created a 
minimum delay of 1 to 2 months for onward movement of 
items and increased Soldier requirements. The mission of 
these Soldiers was to accompany the loads, correct defi-
ciencies from transit, and ensure acceptance of the items 
for onward movement.

Meeting the Demand for Construction Materials
RC North’s limited infrastructure strained to support 

the development of COPs, FOBs, and camps established 
by the troop surge. The result was an immediate increase 
in demand for class IV items. Prior units did not account 
for class IV on the SSA’s ASL. A class IV yard began to 
take form as inventories were conducted on more than 100 
40-foot containers that contained lumber, HESCO barriers, 
concertina wire, and barbed wire. Nearly 60,000 pieces of 
lumber in the containers had not been accounted for previ-
ously.

These supplies were crucial to the development of FOBs 
and COPs throughout RC North. The rapid movement of 
class IV materials to Camp Deh Dadi II caused the camp’s 
detention costs for carrier containers to rise above those 
of all other camps in Afghanistan, to nearly $150,000 a 
month. In September 2011, the SSA began the daunting 
task of redistributing class IV items from carrier contain-
ers to Government-owned containers in order to reduce 
the monthly detention fees. On 12 November 2011, the 
SSA sent the last carrier container out of the camp’s gate, 
successfully contributing to the brigade’s effort to establish 
and maintain fiscal responsibility.

Logistics support from the A Company, 24th BSB, SSA 
served as a combat multiplier and not as a variable that 
battlefield commanders had to take into account before ex-
ecuting missions. Hurdling all obstacles that emerged with 
common practices and outside-the-box thinking forged 
a logistics pipeline of support to Soldiers throughout RC 
North. Success was met through a partnered effort with 
Afghan support and a common vested interest in accom-
plishing the mission.
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Standard Army Ammunition System–Modernization 
(SAAS–MOD). SAAS–MOD provides ammunition 
managers with much more detailed ammunition infor-
mation than BCS3 does. This minimizes the impact of 
BCS3 errors because of faulty reporting and out-of-date 
UTOs. 

In his article “A New Dawn for BCS3” in the 
September–October 2011 issue of , 
Major John J. Coiro said that one of his lessons learned 
while using BCS3 with the 103d ESC was to maintain 
a UTO manager. Being a UTO manager is an additional 
duty assignment in every unit with BCS3. Most units 
assign the knowledge manager or logistics automation 
officer as the UTO manager. However, this is a duty that 
requires diligent, constant updates. 

All operators, or someone looking out for them, must 
install the current UTO onto every BCS3 laptop in the 
organization to maintain the accuracy and reliability of 
all data rolled up through that system. Typically, this is a 
point of failure for most organizations because one bad 
link in the chain affects the entire system. 

The Logistics Factor File
The next thing requiring a great deal of effort and 

coordination is the Logistics Factor File (LFF). When 
calculating days of supply for a given commodity, LFF 
provides the multiplication rate for the calculation and 
sets thresholds of “green,” “yellow,” “red,” and “black” 
based on predetermined criteria. If the Army provides 
Soldiers with three meals a day, the LFF of “3” is en-
tered for each day. However, every unit in your supply 
chain must install the same LFF on every BCS3 laptop 
dealing with the same commodity in order to reconcile 
data. 

When the 77th Sustainment Brigade deployed to Iraq 
in the spring of 2011, it noticed inconsistencies with 
the bottled-water count for a subordinate battalion. The 
battalion was “red” for water but claimed it was “green.” 
The brigade requested an Excel spreadsheet from the 
battalion to assist with troubleshooting the issue. The 
battalion refused, saying that BCS3 is the system of 
record, and if the brigade wanted the numbers, it could 
get them from BCS3.

After a significant amount of time was spent investi-
gating the issue, the 77th Sustainment Brigade’s logis-
tics automation section asked the battalion what LFF 

it was using. The unit replied, “What is an LFF?” The 
battalion, which was totally committed to BCS3, was 
calculating three bottles of water per day for a 5-day 
week. The mandated LFF from USF–I was four bottles 
of water per day for all 7 days in the week. Doing the 
math, this error in LFF was a difference of 13 bottles of 
water per Soldier each week. 

What makes this issue more complicated is the man-
ner in which each unit chooses to provide reports. A 
unit that uses the Logistics Reporting Tool to roll up 
the status of its commodities can have 1-liter bottles of 
water with the same national stock number rolled up 
into 12-bottle cases and displayed as total bottles or total 
cases. However, units using the combat reporting tool 
application in BCS3 cannot do this; the Soldiers must 
know which unit is reporting cases and which unit is 
reporting bottles and then convert the totals to the unit 
(bottles or cases) needed. 

(The Logistics Reporting Tool is an application that 
interfaces with BCS3 on a regular laptop. It was de-
signed to make the complicated and unfamiliar interface 
of BCS3 resemble spreadsheets and make BCS3 more 
intuitive. The Logistics Reporting Tool, however, seems 
not to resolve the many issues with the overall system.)

The LFF can also cause errors when creating a tracked 
items list (TIL). A TIL allows a unit to select and track 
specific items from the broad inventory of supplies and 
commodities. However, when a new TIL is created, the 
LFF for each item is set by default. When this happens, 
the operator must adjust the LFF for each item, or all 
days of supply for that item will be reported incorrectly. 
This was the situation with the battalion that created the 
water issue for the 77th Sustainment Brigade. 

Commodity History
BCS3 does not provide any history of commodity use, 

which is necessary if a logistician is to forecast how 
much food, ammunition, or fuel a unit will need for 
upcoming operations. 

A number of questions could come up that require 
information that BCS3 does not provide: What is the 
14-day rolling average for JP8 fuel use at a given base? 
What is the 25-day rolling average for class I (subsis-
tence) and water use for a given base or dining facility? 
What effect did the Islamic holy month of Ramadan 
have on the consumption of both food and water last 
year? What about last summer, winter, or any other an-
nual or historic event? 

BCS3 provides the consumption rate only from the 
previous day. If a fuel point has a busy day, the class III 
(petroleum, oils, and lubricants) commodity manager 
will order too much fuel for the next day if that person 
bases the order solely on BCS3 usage data. Conversely, 
a slump in daily business can cause shortages. The 
previous year’s data are simply not available from the 
system. BCS3 creates a daily distribution rate (DDR) for 

these calculations. A commodity manager must set the 
DDR manually. Daily reports in BCS3 are exported into 
a spreadsheet or database where the DDR is calculated 
and then manually input back into BCS3.

Unfortunately, that is not the end of trouble for class 
III managers using BCS3. All modern operations are 
joint operations involving all branches of the military, 
not just the Army. Fuel is not owned by the Army; it is 
owned jointly. Class III managers must report fuel in the 
Fuels Enterprise System (FES) to the Defense Logistics 
Agency Energy. BCS3 is not compatible with FES, so 
operators must export data into a spreadsheet and then 
import the spreadsheet into FES. 

No logistics information system for fuel will feed 
BCS3. Operators at distribution points must input data 
directly into BCS3 or Microsoft Excel. If Excel is used, 
the spreadsheets are then imported to BCS3. With no 
logistics information system for class III, BCS3 cannot 
calculate pending fuel orders and their effect on sustain-
ment. Simply put, BCS3 does not meet the minimum 
requirements needed to report class III. 

Microsoft Excel and Access
Since operators are importing data from Excel and 

Access and exporting data back to Excel and Access to 
do so much of their work, they must be aware of some 
of the pitfalls. If the data are not exactly in the correct 
format, such as when operators have added columns to 
account for factors missing in BCS3, then BCS3 will not 
take back any of the data. Operators must save a copy of 
the data they wish to import, remove all extra columns, 
and then import the data. 

Operators at the ESC who manage class I must import 
data from contractors produced in the logistics status 
report known as LOGSTAR (created using Excel) and 
other Excel spreadsheets and Access databases every 
day. Class III managers at the ESC finally overcame 
these issues by simply abandoning BCS3 within 1 
month of the much-heralded fielding of BCS3 in 2010. 

Operator Maintenance
The final thing to remember when using BCS3 is to 

perform operator maintenance. Plugging data into BCS3 
is like overfeeding guppy fish. BCS3 will continue to 
accumulate files automatically fed into the system until 
it induces system failure and crashes. At least twice a 

month, operators must clean out the kernel log file, close 
the project currently running in BCS3, and start a new 
one. Failure to conduct this maintenance is the most 
common source of problems within the BCS3 network.

Headcount
BCS3 can provide a commander with a headcount 

of supported personnel. This is especially important 
because logisticians calculate days of supply based on 
the number of supported personnel. However, when the 
310th ESC arrived in Iraq in March 2011, the figures for 
headcount in BCS3 were off by more than 50,000 per-
sonnel. This was mostly because the UTO had not been 
updated in 6 months. 

Commanders must direct specifically how personnel 
are to be tracked in BCS3; the recommended way is for 
each unit to report its own personnel data. Since this 
does not address the number of contractors in theater, 
the commander has to address how to account for con-
tractors in his guidance. 

Without such specific guidance, some units reported 
the headcounts from the base dining facilities into 
BCS3. This created a myriad of issues, and the total er-
ror in count was tremendous. USF–I resolved the issue 
by purchasing another personnel system called TREND. 
BCS3 operators now manually input figures from that 
system into BCS3.

BCS3 is a very powerful tool, but it requires a lot 
of intense effort. Commanders around the world are 
mandating the use of BCS3 based on its implementation 
success in Iraq. However, the exclusive use of BCS3 in 
Iraq lasted only 30 days before units began to return to 
simple Excel spreadsheets and Access databases. 

Within 6 months of fielding BCS3, it was relegated 
to tracking only class I, water, and ammunition on unit 
property books. While the current version of BCS3 
will likely never work for managing class III, it can be 
made to work for other classes of supply with a great 
deal of intense effort by all involved. However, a failure 
anywhere in the supply chain will adversely affect the 
accuracy of data BCS3 produces at all levels.
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